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Spring Statement 2022

• Outcome of economic impacts over 13 years, notably the 2008 
banking crisis, Brexit and Covid-19

• Also, the outcome of the particular relationship between the PM and 
the Chancellor, representing different elements of contemporary 
Conservatism
• PM: increase spending and cut taxes

• Chancellor: maintain fiscal discipline and bring down the deficit

• The 2021 Budget and Spending Review were a distinct move away 
from ‘Thatcherism’ (as a Conservative dominant philosophy) towards 
something more ‘Heathite’ or even social democratic



The Economy

• Growing more strongly than expected earlier in the year
• Though Ukraine conflict will surely reduce GDP growth

• Longer term [permanent] hit from Covid (-2%) and Brexit (-4%) now 
built in to base unless policy changes are made (OBR estimates)

• Deficit to fall leading national debt to level off – though well above 
levels of the early 2000s

• Inflation expected to rise 8-9 (10?) per cent then fall back to target
• May impact on debt interest costs

• Unemployment largely avoided by furlough and loans to companies, 
now falling and expected to fall further



UK GDP, January 2020 to Summer 2022
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Overview of the economy (forecast)

Source: HM Treasury



Public sector balance sheet



Public sector deficit and the pandemic





Source: Resolution Foundation



Inflation (CPI)
- not the 1970s, but not good



Unemployment
- though the Ukraine crisis/inflation rules may yet worsen this



Big pay rises?
- not sufficient to stop falling real household incomes

Source: Resolution Foundation



Impact of Budget on different income groups
- it was progressive next year and into the future

Source: Resolution Foundation



Household income growth to be lowest since 1945



Taxation and public spending

• Both taxation and public spending to remain at levels higher than 
before the pandemic

• UK moving towards being a ‘bigger State’ country with higher taxes

• Distributional effects of the Budget broadly ‘progressive’

• Health (and social care – but it is mostly the NHS) rising as a share of 
all public expenditure

• Local government’s settlement is relatively generous by recent 
standards, but little growth for service apart from adult social care

• Capital expenditure will level off, but embedding recent years’ 
increases



Government spending and borrowing
- tax to reach highest share of GDP since the 1950s/early 1960s

Source: Resolution Foundation



A larger State in future – IFS agree



Taxes as a % of GDP

Highest since the
1960s



Spending as a % of GDP

Post-Covid
level above 
pre-Covid



Public spending: real terms increases
- an end to ‘austerity’ – sort-of



Public spending: 
differences from department to department
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The shape of the State is changing
- health takes more and more of public spending



Local government
spending still
c25% below
2010-11 in real 
terms

Local government’s finances

Council tax
rising 
sharply



Public expenditure priorities
2009-10 to 2019-20 [£, 2009-10 =100, cash]
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The visible impact of these policies

• The different treatment of councils’ spending and central 
government/welfare expenditure is visible in the streets outside 
peoples’ homes

• Local government has attempted to protect social services, thus 
provision such as street cleaning, highways, planning, refuse 
collection, parks, graffiti removal, rough sleeping, libraries, leisure, 
transport, youth services, etc have faced reductions of 30-60%

• As incomes rise for many people, there must be a risk that a ‘private 
affluence and public squalor’ challenge will become apparent

• In major cities, this kind of visible interface is inevitably more 
apparent



Percentage change in expenditure 2009-10 to 2019-20
- various household-related services, public and private

% change, 2009-10 to 2019-20
(cash)

Household expenditure

Pets and related products +99

Travel abroad* +72

Food +45

Vehicles* +25

Sport and recreation +22

Local government expenditure

Police +1

Local environment -2.5

Local transport -42

Sources: https://www.statista.com, except ‘Local environment’: as previous table
Note: * = 2010-11 to 2018-9 only

about:blank


Local government
- ‘core spending power’

Source: HM Treasury



Council tax has been a robust income source 
and is set to rise further

• Government revenues fell in 2020-21 and 2021-22 as compared to 
estimates at the end of 2019-20

• Council tax proved robust
• Further increases in the yield expected

• Government has ruled out reform

• NNDR rising more slowly
• Some additional reliefs for the coming year, but full replacement unlikely

• Inflation/pay increase risks to service volume



Current receipts
- change since 2019-20 

Council tax yield 
increased by more 

(in cash) in 2020-21 
and 2021-22 than 
any revenue apart 
from tobacco duty



Current receipts

Council tax yield up £12.1bn (33%) 
in cash terms between 2019-20 and 

2026-27

Business rates up £4.7bn (15%)
in cash terms between 2019-20 and

2026-27

Fuel duty: 13%
Alcohol duties: 29%
Vehicle excise duty: 15%
Air passenger duty: 30%

NB ‘Property transaction taxes’ will have risen from 24% of 
council tax to 40% between 2010-11 and 2026-27



Levelling up
main funds/
initiatives

Source: Institute for Government



A longer list of local funding pots [1]
- subject to central allocation decisions

• Levelling-up Fund

• UK Shared Prosperity Fund

• Towns Fund

• Transforming Cities Fund

• Better Care Fund

• Brownfield Land Release Fund

• National Home Building Fund

• Housing Infrastructure Fund

• Cultural Investment Fund

• Discover England Fund

• Shared Outcomes Fund

• Air Quality Grant

• Green Jobs Challenge Fund



A longer list of local funding pots [2]
- subject to central allocation decisions

Contain Outbreak Management Fund
Nature for Climate Fund
Green Recovery Challenge Fund
Flexible Childcare Fund
Care and Support Specialised Housing Fund
National Skills Fund
National Security Strategic Investment Fund
Cultural Investment Fund 
Museums Infrastructure Fund
Refugee Transitions Outcomes Fund
Local Sustainable Transport Fund
Potholes Fund
Natural Environment Investment Readiness Fund
Restart Fund



Conclusions

• The UK economic situation is self-evidently rather better than 
expected a year (or even six months) ago
• But, Ukraine…

• Both Covid-19 and Brexit will have long-term ‘scarring’ effects

• ‘Austerity’ appears to be over, but the NHS is again the big winner

• Local government appears to have benefited from having a more 
powerful Secretary of State

• Council tax and NNDR are here to stay and probably will not be 
reformed much

• Fair Funding Review? Levelling Up/Devolution?
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